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What is the 
Facebook News 

Accelerator?

The Accelerator inspired 
newspapers facing similar 
challenges and gaps in 
subscriber growth and 
retention to work 
collaboratively.



Why retention?

“Even a small increase to retention can have a huge 
impact on subscription revenue over time.”

READ: 
How Newsrooms Can Drive Subscriber Engagement and Retention
Inside the Subscriptions Accelerator: Publisher Results, Acquiring and Retaining Subscribers

https://facebookjournalismproject.com/article/how-newsrooms-can-drive-subscriber-engagement-and-retention/
https://facebookjournalismproject.com/article/subscriptions_accelerator_publisher_results_acquiring_and_retaining_subscribers/




Leadership: Ensures all teams prioritize 
growth, retention

Editorial: Grows audiences, engages subscribers

Marketing/Consumer Revenue: Grows 
audiences, generates leads, improves 
conversion/retention rates

Customer Service: Retains subscribers, stop saves

Business Intelligence: Data, reporting & 
insights behind all efforts

Product/development: Technology behind all 
efforts, including ecommerce flow, billing

Get all 
teams 
on the 
‘retention 
bus’

LESSON 1



Fuel 
subscriber 
engagement 
with 
personal-
ization

1. Lead gen/
email capture

Reader signs up for 
newsletter

Personalization

LESSON 22. Registration
Readers create a 

profile. Collect 
data on interests/

engagement

3. Engagement
Introduce readers to 
digital products, 
newsletters, podcasts 
and top stories based 
on their interests. 

- Marketing emails: 
Prospect/subscriber 
onboarding, Winback, 
Engagement 
- Editorial 
newsletters: Feeds of 
content based on what 
they want to see 
- Onsite messaging: 
Newsletter signup, 
recirculation modules



What we measure at The Seattle Times 
and Hearst Newspapers: Find the 

right KPIs, 
understand 
the context

Retention

- New vs. core subscribers
- Voluntary vs involuntary
- Performance of special offer  
starts  vs. regular starts 
- Flipping to full rate
- % of starts from formers, 
retention
- Payment method
- Frequency for all digital 
products

Engagement

- % of digital/print subs who 
visits 1x, 3x per week 
(segmented by product)
- Number of print subs who 
have digitally activated
- % of subs who have signed up 
for 3 newsletters or more
- engagement score based on 
at-risk/churn model
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Solve 
the billing 
riddle
Re-evaluate your 
dunning process to 
reduce lost 
consumer revenue 

POST EXPIRATION

Readers are reminded 
every 5 days to update

EXPIRATION DATE

Email sent, and more 
aggressive site messages

PRE-EXPIRATION

Emails and site reminders 
sent to reader, including a 

card updater process

LESSON 4


